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Michelin-starred chef Alain Ducasse challenges the cliché   Here he goes back to basics and
rediscovers the pleasures of basic French food based on healthy, locally sourced ingredients that
are in season, without the unwanted fat and without the fuss. The book features charming range
drawings and mouthwatering food photography simply by among France’s most acclaimed food
photographers.s encounter and assistance are peppered throughout. Sidebars and asides made
up of useful snippets of Ducasse’d image of French food as difficult and large.seasonal produce,
clean flavors, and hearty, healthful dishes designed to be shared with friends and family.
Ducasse casts aside preconceived notions of French meals to reveal its essence—With over 190
simple yet sublime dishes, Ducasse highlights an array of flavor combinations where vegetables,
fruits, and grains take satisfaction of place, while animal proteins is used sparingly for flavor.
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Excellent for medical conscious eater. Purchased two of these cookbooks. One for me personally
and one for a pal. Made my first foods from it tonight plus they were very good. I was inspired by
probably one recipe: it involved using vanilla coffee beans in a vegetable dish. I assume I was
expecting more insight and go to recipes for the house make from a legendary chef, rather than
remarks from a nutritionist. Without the staples you'll spend considerable time preparing the
many recipes Advertisement has in the publication. Nevertheless, I had higher expectations to
understand something from it and use it often in your kitchen. I made an apple and celery salad,
a dried fruit spread as an appetizer, a vegetable medley and an ahi tuna steak recipe so I felt as
though I got an excellent representation of that which was in the publication. I'm pleased and
experience as though in the long run it will be a fantastic addition to my cooking food. A good
browse for people who love good food I choose this publication because I am a enthusiast of
Alain Ducasse. I so like Alain Ducasse nonetheless it ended up being a . Chef Ducasse I actually
am such a enthusiast of Alain Ducasse. It was okay It is a great publication with the artwork and
photography. The quality recipes are not simple, nor are they unbelievably difficult. The
foundation of the book is that Advertisement has six items which he considers "staples". These
six items are to be made in mass and kept, then found in the many other dishes that are in the
book. This imore when compared to a recipe book. I've other books by him which a treasure, and
this one didn't disappoint.The info and recipes have become usable, and photos tell their own
stories. And I am enjoying making the literary acquaintance of Paule Neyrat. Color print of
elements is impossible to learn A good book with flaws. Good book Sadly, I have not yet used the
recipes, yet tis an excellent read! I like the book becasue it gives surprising insight into what sort
of grasp chef and amzing restaurateur finds and prepares meals for friends and family.. As
stated above by another reviewer particular basic skills are not pointed out: peeling tomatoes,
salting aubergines, that are essential for success. I so like Alain Ducasse but it ended up being
an excellent but expensive read. Great book. I was expecting something a little different and with
competition like Yotam Ottolenghi it remaining me wanting. Enjoying the recipes! Great
publication.Oh, and the illustrations are a delight. Four Stars Good product. Very good book Great
recipes Great! The cartoon illustrations are tolerable however the ingredient lists are in your body
of the recipe and in COLOR PRINT. She keeps his food doable. Perfect condition better than
expected! This makes the elements printed using colors (light green) extremely difficult to read
and very annoying.. i purchased it at deep low cost at Williams Sonoma store and will probably
list it on ebay.
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